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Guardian Digital, the premier open source security company, offers the first secure, open
source Internet infrastructure system. Based on Guardian Digital’s operating system
platform, EnGarde, the company provides enterprises with the software and services
necessary for secure computing on the Internet. By leveraging the merits of the
collaborative open source design model, coupled with the company’s security and Internet
expertise, Guardian Digital solutions maintain the highest degree of security and reliability.
Guardian Digital can help bridge the support gap between the fast-paced nature of the
Internet, open source software development, security, and commerce. Guardian Digital has
some of the most experienced Linux and security professionals in the field, many of whom
have been contributing to Linux since its inception. Guardian Digital Professional Services
has the ability to provide the services required to enable businesses to quickly and
effectively build a secure Internet presence.
Guardian Digital is headquartered in Allendale, New Jersey.

Products:

Guardian Digital products and services provide an organization with all the capabilities
necessary to build full-featured web sites, perform critical intrusion detection functions,
and manage e-mail and DNS for an entire organization. Guardian Digital’s products
include:
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Management
Team:

Sampling of
Customers:

EnGarde Secure Linux —enterprise class Linux operating system
EnGarde Workgroup Suite—build secure workgroup environment
Corporate Commerce Suite—build secure e-commerce sites
Corporate Commerce Suite—build secure e-commerce sites
Secure Mail Suite—develop secure platform for enterprise email protection &
management
Guardian Digital Secure Network—Proactive product updates
Internet Defense & Detection – Security protection beyond the firewall
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Guardian Digital’s customers include multinational enterprises, institutional and academic,
medical and healthcare, and government entities. A sampling of some of Guardian
Digital’s customers include:
¾
¾

Government—Southern Alleghenies Planning & Development Commission, Georgia
Dept. of Agriculture, Government of India
Retail—LLV Imports, Mountain Hardwear
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¾
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Medial/Pharmaceutical—NY Spinal Care, Guilford Pharmaceutical, Implex
Manufacturing—Aalborg Instruments, Kintel Wireless
Energy—Piedmont Natural Gas
Hotel/Accommodations—Best Western International
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